You'll remember the 12th

Use Cattura And Watch Your Skin Clear.

On Rising and Retiring

Great mind the face with Cattura Creme and of the hair with Cattura Mousse in the morning. Cattura Assurance Night Cream and Cattura Mousse at bedtime. The cure, speedy way to clear the skin.

Sample Each Free by Mail

Here is a little sample of the beauty that will be sent to you this week.

COMB SAGE TEA IN LIFELESS, GRAY HAIR

Louis W. K. and Henry Mourely by the

Grandmother's hair was not beautiful, but it was healthy and still is. She uses Cattura Sage Tea in her hair, and it has improved it a great deal.

RUBBISH ROUTED IN CLEAN-UP CAMPAIGN

The trash is to be thrown into the street where it can be collected and disposed of in a sanitary manner.

WALTER HILL CASE IS UP TOMORROW

Whether Walter Hill violated the law or not is a matter of opinion. The case will be heard in the courts.

SENIORS ELECT MAN TO CARE FOR CASH

The seniors have elected a man to take care of their cash.

CHINESE ARE FEARING WORST FROM JAPAN

The Chinese are fearing the worst from Japan.

A PATRIOTIC CALL

Battleship of Arizona Silver Service

Your contribution to help defray the expense of this service will be gladly received at any bank in the county.

We Arizonians must "come through" and "do our bit" in representing our great state in the presentation of this silver service to this great protector of America's interests, at home and abroad.

The "boys" on the boat will greatly appreciate this donation, and should the time come that they, with their lives, must protect our national honor, they will have the strong backing of the people of Arizona.
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YOU CAN HELP

Knowing the public spirit of the people of Maricopa County in all matters pertaining to the good of our state, we are sure that an immediate and hearty response to this appeal will be made.

Arrange your affairs to contribute during the next four days.

Send Your Contribution to Any Bank in the County